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Abstract: Corporate sustainability reporting has begun to attract mainstream investor attention.
While traditional socially responsible investors use Environment, Social, and Governance (ESG)
performance metrics to exclude “bad actor” companies from their portfolios, the new interest
comes from those who hope to match or beat market performance benchmarks. The prevailing
wisdom suggests, however, that corporate sustainability leadership only rarely translates into
marketplace success and recent studies to disprove this wisdom have not yet resulted in a
compelling case. This article assesses the factors that underlie the evidence and challenges the
conclusion that sustainability and market success are not linked. It explains that a clearer
conceptual “sustainability” framework and an improved ESG metrics methodology would
position mainstream investors to connect ESG scores to financial performance – sharpening the
business world’s focus on sustainability.
Keywords: Sustainability Performance Measurement, ESG Metrics, SRI Investing, Sustainable
Investing, Materiality
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Introduction
Student activists across the nation have begun to put pressure on university endowment
managers with their call for divestment of holdings in enterprises with large “carbon footprints.”
With this effort to shine a spotlight on companies deemed to be the primary culprits in the battle
to prevent climate change, the “fossil free” movement adds a new flank to the world of socially
responsible investors (SRI) who want their portfolios to align with their values – and thus seek to
steer clear of owning shares of corporate bad actors including big polluters. Beyond the SRI
world, a growing number of mainstream investors have begun to show interest in the
sustainability of the companies in their portfolios with a particular focus on how climate change
might affect their returns. These value investors want, in some cases, to put their money into
sustainability leaders with an expectation that these companies will outperform the market over
time. Other investors simply want to mitigate risk by avoiding holding shares of companies that
may underperform in the years ahead as climate change and other sustainability concerns
become more salient. And yet others would like to put their money to work in support of a
sustainable future so long as this tilt in their portfolio does not produce significant “tracking
error” compared with benchmark investment vehicles.1
Evidence of the move of sustainability from the margins to mainstream investors can also
be seen in the emergence of the United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment (UNPRI),
an initiative to integrate sustainable practices, including environmental responsibility, into the
financial arena by requiring investors to adopt 6 guiding principles.2 In 2015, the UNPRI
reported over 1300 signatories including 1200 investment managers and asset owners
representing over $59 trillion in assets under management (up from $4 trillion in 2006).3 In
another gauge of this trend, the Global Sustainable Investment Alliance reported last year that
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$6.57 trillion of U.S. assets under management are invested in sustainable, responsible, or
impact investment strategies. This total represents an increase of 76% since 2012.
A range of thought leaders are adding momentum to mainstream investor interest in
sustainability. Michael Bloomberg, for example, recently called on companies to report more
fully on their climate change impacts.4 Likewise, Larry Fink, the CEO of BlackRock, the
world’s largest asset manager, authored a widely disseminated letter to corporate leaders arguing
for more attention to environmental and social elements of corporate performance.5
This sustainability trend brings us to a puzzle that is the central focus of this article: Why
does there remain deep skepticism among investors, market analysts, and academics about
whether corporate “sustainability” pays off in the marketplace? Or to put the point more
precisely: Why is there persistent doubt about whether the available ESG metrics track corporate
performance elements that are material to stock market success?
This article uses information gleaned from an extensive set of interviews with investors,
market analysts, and data providers in the field of sustainability finance to assess these
challenges. We begin by digging in to the question of whether corporate sustainability leadership
translates into marketplace success and challenging the prevailing wisdom that it will almost
never do so. We identify both conceptual and practical problems with the existing framework of
ESG data and the ways the available metrics are being deployed by investment managers and
academic analyses. In doing so, we offer several explanations for why the studies on the
relationship between sustainability and market performance come to such divergent conclusions.
We then advance a proposal to reconfigure what ESG metrics are reported – and how the
numbers are collected, structured, normalized, validated, updated, and used. Our intent, through
a careful survey of the sustainability metrics landscape, is to better understand the limitations of
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today’s ESG metrics and to put forward an alternative framework that would meet the wideranging needs of mainstream investors. By reconceptualizing the dialogue over ESG metrics and
marketplace success, we hope to clarify the path forward for mainstream investors who wish to
bring sustainability factors into their portfolio analysis. From a societal perspective, if interest in
sustainability as a factor in investment decisions were to become broad-based, a powerful
incentive would be created to encourage companies to focus more assiduously on their
sustainability challenges – and those of the planet -- and to report on these efforts more fully.
We have structured this article in four parts. In Part I, we explore the prevailing wisdom
that sustainability leadership will only rarely materially affect a company’s market value. We
survey a wide range of studies and analyses, and find the data and conclusions about the
sustainability-marketplace success correlation to be divergent. Taken as a whole these equivocal
results may help to explain the significant skepticism about the probability of a stock market
payback to sustainability leadership found in the academic literature and reiterated in our
interviews with market participants. But we believe the conclusion that has been drawn by
many: that sustainability should not be seen as a material factor in determining financial
performance -- is wrong or, at least, over-stated.
Indeed, as we argue in Part II, contrary to those who conclude that the underlying
relationship is not significant, we think the lack of a robust relationship stems from three other
issues that have not been highlighted in most sustainable investment discussions:
- Confusion about what sustainability means;
- Lack of clarity about the goals of sustainability-oriented investors: and
- Methodological weakness of many ESG metrics used to gauge sustainability.
In Part III, we offer a way forward that addresses each of these issues with particular
emphasis on (a) the need for greater conceptual clarity in any discussion that purports to address
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sustainability in the investor context (b) a recognition that different investors will want different
types of ESG information, and (c) a taxonomy of methodological reforms and “best practices”
that we believe need to be adopted to make corporate sustainability data and reporting more
rigorous and useful.
We offer a series of conclusions in Part IV including an agenda for further research and
action that would enable mainstream investors seeking to bring a sustainability lens to their
investment analyses -- on whatever terms they wish – to be able to do so. Specifically, we
suggest that the key to bringing clarity to the corporate sustainability puzzle laid out above is a
sharper focus on what constitutes the right ESG framework (and thus the relevant sustainability
metrics) for investor-specific “use cases.” Simply put, we argue that context matters, and
sweeping conclusions are almost certain to be wrong. With greater conceptual clarity and more
rigorously structured metrics, we believe the elements of sustainability that matter in various
contexts can be brought into sharper relief. As carefully specified relationships between some
ESG performance indicators and marketplace success are demonstrated, we expect to see a shift
in investment capital toward enterprises that lead on these elements which, in turn, will create
incentives for greater sustainability focus in the business world.

Methodology
Our project offers both a reconceptualization of sustainability in the investor context and
a survey of ESG data methodologies and use based on a combination of practitioner interviews,
academic literature review, media reporting, and analysis of professional standards and practice.
The core conceptual claims and ESG data critiques came out of a roundtable discussion
convened by the authors in New Haven, CT in April 2015 with 40 investment advisors,
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endowment managers, and other practitioners at the interface of finance, sustainability, and
equity investing. This dialogue provided the insight that the term sustainability was being used in
very diverse ways by different marketplace participants and that investors have widely varying
degrees of willingness to sustain subpar returns and thus highly divergent sustainable investing
interests and ESG data needs. The roundtable also helped to flesh out the spectrum of
shortcomings that plague the existing frameworks of sustainability metrics. We further
developed the survey with follow-up interviews with many of the roundtable participants – and
dozens of additional participants in the world of sustainable investing.

Table 1: Key Terms and Definitions
Term

Definition

ESG

‘Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance’ – representing the
core sub-categories of sustainability that investors have tracked and
which might affect an investment’s financial performance.

Material

Defined by the US Supreme Court as information that presents “a
substantial likelihood that the disclosure of the omitted fact would
have been viewed by the reasonable investor as having significantly
altered the ‘total mix’ of information made available.” TSC Industries,
Inc. v. Northway, Inc., 426 U.S. 438 (1976).6

Metric

Metric is used to refer to a gauge or measurement that tracks
company-scale performance of an issue or indicator of interest.

Proxy Metric

In many cases a direct measure of performance for a given indicator is
not possible or feasible. In such cases, companies or analysts will use
proxy metrics that indirectly measure performance.
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Use Case

As used in this paper, “use case” refers to the purposes to which
sustainability metrics are being put – recognizing that investors,
market analysts, and academics may use the same ESG datasets to
assess very different dimensions of sustainability.

Socially Responsible Investors (SRI) or

Investors who use ESG metrics to screen out (“negatively screen”)

“Values” Investors

companies from their holdings that they believe violate some core
value or principle of the investor.

Value Investors

Investors focused on identifying companies with recognized stock
market value that will deliver strong financial returns on their equity
holdings – to be contrasted with “values” investors whose primary
focus is on eliminating “bad actor” companies from their portfolios
without particular regard to the impact on their returns.

I. Sustainability and Market Value
The parallel facts of growing demand for corporate sustainability information among
mainstream investors and persistent skepticism that sustainability leadership translates broadly
into stock market success raise two important questions. First, does sustainability leadership
systematically lead to improved business results and thus stock market outperformance? Second,
are the available ESG metrics adequate to separate real leadership – that translates into material
financial rewards in the marketplace – from more superficial and financially immaterial
sustainability claims?
Empirical studies of the relationship between corporate sustainability (as measured by
various social and/or environmental metrics) and financial performance diverge widely in their
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results. Some scholars have reported finding statistically significant relationships between
corporate sustainability (or social responsibility) and financial performance. Orlitzky et al.
conducted a meta-analysis of 52 studies on the topic (up to the year 2003) and concluded
“corporate virtue in the form of social responsibility and, to a lesser extent, environmental
responsibility is likely to pay off.”7 Other academic studies have reached similar conclusions.
Eccles, Ioannou, and Serafeim, for example, observe that “High Sustainability” companies (those
that adopted sustainability policies by 1993) significantly outperform other companies in both
stock market performance and accounting results.8 A team of Oxford University researchers, in
conjunction with an investor group, Arabesque Partners, recently reviewed 190 academic studies
of the business case for corporate sustainability -- and found significant quantitative evidence
that strong standards and top-tier ESG performance result in better operational results, lower
costs of capital, and improved stock price performance.9
But other empirical studies have concluded that the correlation between financial
performance and sustainability is mixed or absent. Vogel has raised doubts about the payoff from
corporate environmentalism for years, arguing that the opportunities for environmental initiatives
to make a material difference to a company’s profitability will be few and far between.10 Marcus
offers recent reinforcement for this view. His book, Innovations in Sustainability, explores 20
corporate case studies of sustainability-driven innovation and finds that making such efforts pay
off is a “formidable task.”11 He notes, for example, that the much-vaunted investments of Intel
Capital and Google Ventures in cutting-edge clean tech projects do not seem to have translated
into successful financial returns for the parent companies.12 Flammer, using “close-call
sustainability” shareholder resolutions, found that labor productivity and sales increased
following the adoption of these resolutions, but the correlation broke down when looking beyond
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these close-call examples.13 Barnett looked specifically at stakeholder reactions to corporate
misconduct and found that response to be inconsistent.14 Kitzmuller and Shimshack looked
across the extant literature of empirical studies and found a mixture of results from “consistent
empirical evidence” of the effect of corporate social responsibility (CSR) initiatives on consumer
markets to “limited systematic empirical evidence” between CSR and innovation or shareholder
preference.15
However, these empirical studies all suffer from a lack of controls that would allow
identification of the causal factors underlying the correlation. Three recent statistical correlation
studies of sustainability and self-reported or market valuations did not attempt to test potentially
confounding factors that might be driving the observed correlations.16 These methodological
shortcomings make it hard to draw useful conclusions from these studies. Fundamentally, it
remains unclear whether the correlations are driven by sustainability factors -- or by related
corporate practices such as better governance structures, greater stakeholder engagement,
increased transparency, or simply superior management. Endrikat found, for example,
correlations between negative and positive environmental “events” and financial valuations.17
Klassen and McLaughlin similarly identified correlations with environmental awards.18 But
neither study controlled for other dependent variables such as corporate governance,
environmental performance, or management strength. Meanwhile, Ueng found a strong
correlation between financial performance and corporate governance structures such as board
rating, board compensation policies, accounting practices, and formal governance policies – all
of which are indirectly related to aspects of sustainability.19 In the presence of dependent
variables such as governance structures, it has been very difficult for empirical studies to tease
out causal factors.
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The second impact of the lack of controls and clarity over causal connections is that the
existing studies leave doubt as to whether more sustainable companies create financial value -- or
whether more financially valuable companies invest more in sustainability. Two studies from
the 1990’s looking at the effect of corporate environmental responsibility both expressed
uncertainty as to which direction the causality might run.20 More recently, Clarkson et al. tested
the time dependence between reduction in polluting emissions and financial performance (cash
flow, leverage and growth) and found that those firms that reduced environmental pollution
performed better financially before and after the pollution reduction efforts.21 They conclude
that environmental responsibility is good for business, but businesses cannot take advantage of
this benefit because of constrained resources. The corollary conclusion could be that more
financially solid companies have the resources to be more environmentally responsible.
How does one explain the difficulty in demonstrating a meaningful relationship between
sustainability performance and stock market results? Perhaps the scope of “green to gold”
opportunities that Esty and others have identified22 are much narrower than has been posited.
Many academic studies and investment experts attempting to rationalize this lack of consistent
empirical data have concluded that corporate responsibility or “sustainability” leadership rarely
translates into superior financial return. Vogel makes this argument when he notes that CSR and
sustainability efforts may only make strategic sense “if virtue pays off,” the circumstances for
which he finds rather limited.23 Kotchen and Moon note a correlation between CSR activities and
corporate irresponsibility -- specifically that companies that have committed some act of
irresponsibility (for example, failures of governance) may initiate CSR efforts as a
counterbalance to their perceived problems, although not necessarily in the same space (i.e., not
resolving the underlying governance issue).24 Orlitzky suggests that the disconnect may arise
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because CSR is not related to financial value, but rather it creates “noise” in the marketplace
leading to volatility. Under conditions of volatility, investors more frequently fall back on
common perceptions in assessing corporate value (e.g., giving higher valuations to consensus
sustainability leaders) even though these factors, including CSR leadership, may not
systematically result in improved financial performance.25
Even those who think that sustainability outperformance may translate into sales success
or other business gains acknowledge that this relationship does not seem to be consistently
recognized in stock market valuations. Eccles and Serafeim, in particular, concede that, in many
cases, capital markets do not reward firms for their ESG efforts.26
In trying to make sense of these divergent results, we note that those who find a
statistically significant relationship between sustainability and business performance and those
that do not are looking at different elements of sustainability – and therefore really not talking
about the same thing. For example, the studies mentioned above have investigated different
causal factors (environmental awards (Klassen and Mclaughlin), governance structures (Uegi),
shareholder resolutions (Flammer), accountability structures (Eccles et al.), stakeholder reactions
(Barnett) making comparison difficult. The studies are also using different criteria to determine
“responsible companies,” such as the presence of policy (Eccles et al.) or inclusion in rankings
(Laurenco et al., Kurapatsjke, Ameer). What these studies actually seem to say is that some
aspects of ESG performance correlate with financial results – and others do not. Indeed, several
authors point to this variance and state that the data does not allow testing of specific causal
factors.27
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II. Sustainability in the Investment Arena: Conceptual and Methodological Weaknesses
In this Part, we tackle the puzzle laid out above – offering 3 explanations for the
divergent empirical findings regarding the relationship between sustainability metrics and stock
market success. We posit that the confusion and uncertainty with regard to the correlation
between sustainability leadership and marketplace valuation relates more to conceptual
confusion and data flaws than to fundamental shortcomings of corporate sustainability theory.

A. Definitional Confusion
Much of the debate over the link between sustainability and business success might be a
function of loose use of the term sustainability, which covers many issues across the broad
categories of Environment, Social, and Governance performance. Indeed, many of the ESG data
providers offer hundreds of separate “scores” or metrics in their corporate ESG databases.

Table 2: Sample of ESG and Sustainability Metrics Offered by Major Data Providers
Provider

Product

Metrics

MSCI

Sustainable Impact Metrics28

MSCI

ESG Fund29

MSCI

ESG Rating30

MSCI

Carbon Solutions31

Bloomberg

ESG Disclosure Scores32

Thomson Reuters

ESG Data33

Six Social Themes (Nutrition, Disease Treatment, Sanitation, Affordable
Real Estate, SME Finance, Education) and five environmental themes
(Alternate Energy, Energy Efficiency, Green Building, Sustainable Water,
Pollution Prevention)
Includes metrics “across three dimensions: Sustainable Impact (to measure
fund exposure to companies that address core environmental & social
challenges); Values Alignment (to screen funds for investments that align
with ethical, religious or political values); and Risk (to understand fund
exposure to ESG-related risks)”
Includes “80 Exposure Metrics (business segment and geographic risk
exposure” and “129 Management Metrics (based on policies, programs, &
performance data).”
Includes “a comprehensive range of data on fossil fuel reserves, carbon
emissions and sector application”
Over 120 Environmental, social and governance indicators keyed to the
Global Reporting Initiative list of performance indicators
Includes “over 70 Key Performance Indicators” in three categories:
Environmental (Resource Use, Emissions, Innovation); Social (Community,
Workforce, Human Rights, Product Responsibility); and Governance
(Management, Shareholders, CSR Strategy)

Note: Not exhaustive
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Not all of these metrics have clear theoretical ties to business results or stock
performance. Some of the issues are tracked because a recognized subset of SRI investors wants
to screen out companies operating in certain industries such as alcohol, gaming, gun-making or
other categories that generate opprobrium. Thus, mainstream investors – i.e., those who prioritize
having their investments generate strong returns -- need clarity on what sustainability means in a
particular investment context and an empirically derived sustainability framework that highlights
the subset of ESG issues that have a demonstrated “material” impact on marketplace outcomes.
The complexity of sustainability as a organizing concept and the implications of
divergent views about how broad the scope should be inevitably leads to analytic confusion as
people hear different things when the word “sustainability” is used. But the conceptual
challenge is even more profound. Indeed, even where two investors agree on a topic’s salience,
they may differ on what constitutes the “sustainable” position. For example, some
environmental advocates view nuclear power as critical to a low-carbon future and would put
utilities with nuclear plants in their generation portfolios on the positive side of the ledger. Other
environmentalists see nuclear power as dangerous and thus would want to put nuclear companies
in a negative category. Likewise, some investors see stem cell research as a critical technology
for the future while others would put companies involved in this line of research on their
blacklist.
The diversity of indicators considered by different organizations to be within the bounds
of sustainability has been documented in corporate sustainability reports. Tonello examined 94
the corporate sustainability reports of 94 Canadian companies and identified 585 different
indicators of sustainability performance.34 Comparisons of the reports showed little in the way
of issue overlap meaning that the companies had very divergent views as to what indicators
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constituted the core measures of sustainability. Tonello found that only twenty-two percent of
indicators were used by more than three corporations and fifty-five percent of the indicators were
used only once. Without agreement on what constitutes “sustainability” and with so many issues
and divergent values in play, it cannot be a surprise that the correlations between sustainability
performance and stock market results do not seem meaningful. Simply put, the studies look at
entirely different things – and have not been clear on the definition of sustainability that
underlies the analyses put forward.

B. Divergent Investor Sustainability Interests and Expectations
Investors also bring very divergent interests and values to their focus on sustainability. As
noted above, the range of issues that fall under the sustainability rubric can be very broad
meaning no two investors would highlight the exact same list of ESG metrics. Investors also
range widely in how much they prioritize optimizing their returns versus having their portfolios
aligned with their values concerning the environment, social justice, and other issues. We see at
least five distinct classes of sustainability-minded investors:
1. SRI or values investors
2. Green Alpha investors (who believe sustainability leaders will out-perform the market)
3. Mainstream or value investors who perceive sustainability issues becoming more salient and
want to mitigate the risk of being invested in unsustainable companies
4. Mainstream investors who want not only to divest from unsustainable companies but also to
invest in sustainability leaders
5. Impact investors who want to see a sustainability return on their capital and are thus looking
for social or environmental results as well as financial returns

Table 3: Summary of investor types interested in sustainability metrics
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Investor Type

Description

Metrics Needs

SRI or Values Investors

These investors --- including religious

To meet their needs, fund managers have set

organizations, environmental groups, labor

up “negatively screened” investment vehicles

unions, and some politically minded

that allow these investors to exclude from

individual investors -- seek to steer clear of

their portfolios stocks that raise whatever

companies that sell alcohol, tobacco,

concerns a particular group or individual

gambling services, or guns – or those that

wants to highlight. The data behind these

have bad environmental performance or labor

screens therefore focus largely on industry

rights records. In many cases, they are

categories. Renneboog et al. identified 21

willing to forgo top-tier investment returns to

different ESG screens actively employed by

promote their values.

values investors grouped into four categories:
sin screens (tobacco, alcohol, gambling,
weapons, pornography), ethical screens
(animal testing, abortion, genetic engineering,
Islamic, healthcare), corporate governance
and social screens (related to corporate
governance, business practice, community,
labor diversity, labor relations, human rights,
foreign operations) and environmental screens
(nuclear, environment, renewable energy). 35

Green Alpha Investors

Investors that wish to use environmental data

Ideally, these investors seek performance

to identify companies with superior

metrics that document a causal link between

environmental performance, which they hope

sustainability and financial performance.

will translate into economic outperformance

These investors undertake careful company-

in the marketplace.

by-company sustainability research.36 In the
absence of causality, these investors rely on
correlated data sets or intuitive assessments of
sustainability risks and opportunities
presented by a company’s operations,
geography, value chain, etc.

Risk Avoidance

Similar to values investors, this group seeks

Slightly more specific than negative screening

to remove perceived ‘bad’ companies and

data, the investor interested in avoiding ESG
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sectors from their portfolio based on long-

risk seeks data on sector, primary operations

term risks.

and performance of specific environmental
performance such as gross carbon emissions
or carbon emissions intensity.

ESG Investment and Divestment

Investors that would like to factor carbon

The ESG investment/divestment investor

exposure or other environmental issues into

seeks data that measures a company’s

their investment decisions but in strategic

performance against trends in sustainability.

ways. These investors generally do not want

For example, the ability of a company to

to sacrifice returns. In investment terms, they

respond to constrained resources (including

want to minimize the “tracking error” with

carbon), consumer demands for green

comparable non-sustainability screened

products, distributed commerce (energy,

portfolios. As opposed to green alpha

mobility), etc.

investors, the mainstream investor is not
seeking to outperform the market using
sustainability data, but rather to ensure
sustainable returns by strategically assessing a
given company’s performance against longterm trends in sustainability.
Social Return on Investment (SROI) or

A small set of investors seeks to measure

SROI seeks to place a value on social and

Impact Investors

return on investment more broadly than

environmental benefits as measured by broad

financial return. Social Return on Investment

stakeholders (e.g. communities). Therefore,

(SROI) refers to the measurement of social

the SROI investor seeks metrics that measure

(or environmental) benefits accrued by a wide

perception of stakeholders regarding the value

range of stakeholders from a given

of social or environmental benefit.

investment. Importantly, these benefits do not
have to be accrued (or internalized) by the
investment vehicle and therefore do not have
result in monetized benefits to the investor.
This means that the SROI investment strategy
is a principles-based strategy similar to the
Values Investor, and that the metrics
important to the SROI investor are based on
perception of value from stakeholders as
opposed to a requirement for measure of
performance.37
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This spectrum of investors generates highly divergent views as to what the appropriate
list of sustainability issues would be – and thus what ESG metrics are relevant. Moreover, the
existing ESG data sets meet the needs of these investors with varying degrees of success. As the
longest standing category is SRI investors, most of the data providers now offer quite carefully
constructed negative screens that provide a basis for excluding companies that make guns, sell
alcohol, or promote gambling. But the available ESG data are insufficiently refined to address
some emerging concerns of values investors, notably those wanting to promote decarbonization
(as we discuss in Part IIC below). Those who want to invest in companies that are offering their
customers sustainability solutions have even fewer metrics to deploy with any degree of
comprehensive coverage. And those interested in the “social return” of companies have virtually
nothing in the way of metrics upon which to rely.
Investors also diverge in how much they are willing to allow their values preferences to
affect their portfolios’ volatility and thus anticipated returns. Investors can be arrayed on a
spectrum from those driven fundamentally by their values (and willing to sacrifice returns) to
those who focus entirely on maximizing returns.
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Figure 1: Spectrum of Sustainability Investor Types

SRI

Risk Avoidance

Green Alpha

Values

Value

SROI

Invest/Divest

This divergence in underlying attitudes means that one whole class of investors simply
wants to exclude companies on their core concern list from their portfolios. These “values” or
“negative screen” investors care very little about the relationship between ESG scores and
market results. Among the remaining investors, some (such as Generation Investment
Management, Green Alpha Advisors and Impax Asset Management are interested in what might
be called “green alpha,” which is to say they seek to outperform the market by holding an
actively managed portfolio of sustainability leaders – believing that this leadership will translate
into systematic market outperformance. Others want to lean in the direction of a sustainable
future by tilting their holdings toward more sustainable companies so long as the resulting tilt
does not produce significant underperformance of the portfolio. How much underperformance is
“significant” and therefore unacceptable will vary across individuals.
Mainstream investors see “sustainability” differently from traditional SRI investors, who
simply wanted to screen out certain companies from their portfolios. Today’s sustainabilityminded value investor cares whether ESG metrics translate into material financial returns in a
way that SRI investors do not. But most of the ESG data frameworks available to investors
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today track reputational issues not operational factors that might deliver lower costs, reduced
risks, faster growth, improved productivity, or enhanced innovation capacity. Thus, the picture
of sustainability that is available to investors provides little foundation for identifying the
companies whose sustainability strategies are delivering marketplace value.
Because the data does not currently allow forward projections of value, investors tend to
react to sustainability headlines such as the recent revelations of emissions tampering from
Volkswagen or the media flurry around Tesla’s new battery systems. But if market analysts had
access to a framework of ESG metrics that offered a forward-looking gauge of sustainability
elements related to growth and productivity as well as risk (rather than a backward-looking
picture of past corporate performance), these indicators might help investors spot sustainability
leaders whose returns will outperform the market as a whole. More to the point,
methodologically rigorous corporate ESG metrics that had demonstrated materiality with regard
to financial returns would almost certainly be taken up by more mainstream investors, which
would expand the role that sustainability plays in their asset allocation decisions. Expanded
interest in sustainable investing would, in turn, sharpen the focus of CEOs and other corporate
leaders on their climate change exposure in particular and sustainability more generally.
To the extent that the rising interest in sustainability is simply a new sub-class of values
investors – those who want, for instance, to take carbon-intensive companies out of their
portfolios and are not concerned about sacrificing some measure of returns – then the current
ESG data may seem to be adequate. But we argue that better data would permit more nuanced
divestment strategies on challenging issues such as climate change. With limited information,
investors have limited choices. For example, when Stanford University responded to divestment
pressures in 2014 it might have wanted to rigorously put its investment muscle behind a climate-
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safe future, but given limited data, it chose instead to promise to sell off the coal assets in its
endowment.38 The University of California pension and endowment also moved to sell off $200
million worth of coal and oil sands holdings. According to UC Chief Investment Officer Jagdeep
Bachner, this decision was not based on ethical concerns but rather undertaken to address
“slowing global demand, an increasingly unfavorable regulatory environment, and a high threat
of substitution [which] pose insurmountable challenges to coal mining companies.”39 The
Norwegian Sovereign Wealth Fund launched a similar strategic move out of coal in 2015.40
However, some investment managers believe that such blunt approaches to sustainability
screening are not meaningful -- and may even be counterproductive. Are diversified companies
with any fossil-fuel-burning assets to be excluded? Should, for example, Berkshire Hathaway,
with its energy subsidiary, go on the blacklist? Should that exclusion extend to consumer
products that burn fossil fuels such as car manufacturers? Should companies with nuclear power
plants be in or out of the portfolio? Might it be misguided to divest from an oil and gas company
that is one of the largest investors in alternative energy technologies? Should, for instance, a
sustainability-minded investor exclude from her portfolio NRG, one of the nation’s most fossilfuel-intensive utilities -- but (up until recently) led by a visionary CEO, David Crane, who
dramatically ramped-up NRG’s commitment to rooftop solar power, energy efficiency, and
distributed generation?41
For values investors, the existing ESG data may be so weak that they do not allow those
who would like to invest in sustainability leaders or to underweight or exclude sustainability
laggards – however defined -- to differentiate sufficiently among companies. We explain below
why the presently available metrics are so deficient – and develop a taxonomy of methodological
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refinements that must be addressed to make sustainability metrics useful to value-seeking
investors.

C.

Sustainability Data Shortcomings
The existing ESG metrics build on data sets constructed to meet the categorical

exclusions that traditional values investors wanted to address. But for investors with broader
sustainability interests, the existing ESG data are often inadequate. The available metrics are too
narrowly focused, methodologically flawed, or misaligned with the sustainability elements that
might drive value in the marketplace. Thus, some of the disconnect between investor
expectations and the empirical results of sustainable investment strategies flows from reliance on
data that are conceptually misguided or inappropriately constructed. The data providers are, of
course, trying to meet the growing interest in sustainability performance, but the metrics they are
offering to the sustainable investment community have not kept up with the expanding “use
cases” to which their data are being put.
CDP, for example, gathers information on greenhouse gas releases. GRI provides a
framework for corporate sustainability reports. These metrics are then aggregated and analyzed
by ESG analytic firms such as MSCI or Thompson Reuter or folded into sustainability ratings
put out by agencies such as Robeco/SAM and Bloomberg. But the metrics available are
perceived by many users to be deficient in a number of respects – as our interviews with
practitioners made clear.

Table 4: Summary of current ESG data shortcomings
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Type

Gap

Summary

Application

Operational vs Reputational

In the absence of quantifiable performance metrics, much of

Metrics

the current data focuses on stakeholder perceptions of
companies drawn from media reports on controversies and
reputation rather than operational performance.

Footprints vs Handprints

While a company’s own environmental impacts (footprint) is
useful, it is incomplete. To assess a company’s contribution
to a sustainable world, investors also need to be able to track
the impact of the company’s products and services.

Upside Opportunities vs

Much of the current data looks backwards to measure

Downside Exposure

impact, while much of the potential value of sustainability to
financial performance lies in the ability of the company to
recognize and take advantage of opportunities to become
more sustainable.

Materiality

To make corporate sustainability metrics more meaningful,
much more focus needs to be given to what really matters in
terms of environmental impacts – and the structure of
metrics needs to re-geared to reflect this materiality analysis.

Broad Frameworks vs Narrow

Most guidelines for data disclosure are broad to be inclusive

Focus

of many sectors and many issue areas. What is needed is a
mix of core issues broadly applicable combined with
additional industry-specific metrics.

Methodological

Measurement

Even critical ESG categories are not tracked using consistent
guidance on data collection resulting in large inconsistencies
in measurement.

Required vs Self-Reported

While mandatory metrics of performance in sustainability
continue to grow, the majority of material issues remain
voluntary resulting in gaps and inconsistencies.

Conflicts of Interest

Some data providers not only aggregate ESG information
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but also provide consulting services that guide companies on
how to improve their sustainability scores.
Monitored vs Estimated

Very little sustainability data comes from actual
measurements. The majority of ESG metrics are modeled or
estimated using assumptions of varying validity.

Verification

Although a growing number of companies now provide
third-party validation of their sustainability reports, many do
not, meaning their data is simply self-reported.

Coverage

Significant gaps in disclosure remain despite the growth in
corporate sustainability reports over the years.

Gap-filling

Where critical data are not disclosed, the companies selling
data streams will often attempt to fill the data gap using
proxy metrics, imputed results, or non-transparent
extrapolations.

Normalization

Many data sets require normalization to a common
benchmark to allow for meaningful (“apples to apples”
comparison – but a surprising number are not normalized.

Timeframes and Updating

The collection of data and the updating of data in analyst
databases is inconsistent and generally infrequent compared
to the expectations of mainstream investors.

Operational versus Reputational Metrics
Is Dow Chemical a sustainable company? From a values investor point of view, Dow has
a long legacy of pollution, notably dioxin contamination in the United States Midwest in the
mid-20th century, the company’s purchase of the infamous Union Carbide, and its role as a major
manufacturer of Agent Orange during the Vietnam War. It might well be excluded therefore
from some sustainability-screened portfolio. But in recent years, Dow has become a recognized
leader in sustainability. The company has a globally recognized safety program and under CEO
Andrew Liveris, Dow has issued multiple sets of specific, quantifiable sustainability targets
spanning from operational efficiency to innovation and supporting the global circular economy.
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The company reports that 10% of sales ($5.8 billion) now come from products that “are highly
advantaged by sustainable chemistry” including auto body adhesives that improve safety while
reducing vehicle weight and soap that lasts longer and works more effectively.42
So if one looks at Dow from an operational perspective rather than a reputational one, the
company emerges as a sustainability leader. Recognition for Dow’s sustainability efforts is
coming from all angles including top 10 Greenest companies in the 2015 Newsweek rankings,
the “Heroes of Chemistry” Award, and one of the top 10 “Impact Companies to work for” named
by Net Impact. Yet little of the available ESG data with its backward-looking focus captures
these recent accomplishments or Dow’s forward-looking potential to benefit from delivering
sustainability solutions for its customers.
Forward-Looking versus Backwards-Looking
Much of the existing ESG data framework looks backwards rather than forward.
Measurements of past results are much easier to get ahold of than projections about a company’s
future performance. But backwards-looking metrics (especially ones that go back decades) may
not be very relevant as investors seek to understand which elements of sustainability track stock
market success.
GE, for example, gets black marks on its sustainability scorecard for dumping PCBs in
the Hudson and Housatonic Rivers in the middle of the last century. But is this a fair gauge of its
current or future sustainability? Isn’t it more useful to investors to know where the company is
going with its efforts to make jet engines more fuel efficient or expand wind power? Getting a
clear fix on a company’s future trajectory can be difficult, but some measure of the management
team’s attitude toward and planning for sustainability as an element of strategy would be very
useful to mainstream investors.
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Footprints versus Handprints
To the extent that the current ESG framework offers metrics on current performance,
almost all of the data centers on the environmental impacts -- or “footprint” -- of the companies
being scored including energy and water use, waste generation and carbon emissions. While all
of these elements are useful to know, they paint an incomplete picture of the sustainability of a
company. As in the case of Dow discussed above, it is often equally important to know how a
company affects the sustainability of its customers. Does the company bring a design for the
environment emphasis to its products? Does it seek to solve the energy or environmental
challenges of its customers? In short, a company’s sustainability “handprint” (sometimes
referred to as “product responsibility” or “product impact”) can be orders of magnitude more
significant than its sustainability footprint.
To be more specific, an investor who is trying to understand how Dow will fare in the
face of the emerging sustainability challenges and opportunities43 needs data on the market
transformation that Dow is delivering in energy efficiency, safety, waste reduction, and other
product categories. As a longstanding industrial company, Dow’s legacy of pollution is real but
much less relevant to its prospects in the marketplace than its current sustainability leadership,
especially its focus on meeting customer needs for energy and environmental breakthroughs.
In some industry categories, moreover, the footprint is so light and the handprint so
heavy, that a traditional ESG analysis focused on direct company impacts will severely warp any
sustainability comparison. In financial services, for instance, a bank’s sustainability profiles
should not turn on the energy use or paper recycling in its branches but rather on the carbon
footprint of the projects in its loan portfolio, or the carbon benefits accrued by these assets.
Similarly, software companies might well be better judged by the sustainability gains made
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possible by the apps they develop rather than just the level of electricity consumed by the
computers they run. Salesforce.com, for example, makes the case that network IT solutions have
reduced the carbon emissions of its customers by 95% compared to on-premises applications.44
Upside Opportunities versus Downside Exposure
To the limited extent that ESG providers offer data that might allow investors to bring a
forward-looking sustainability perspective to bear, most metrics are risk focused. Data sets that
provide a gauge of companies’ carbon footprint are now available. These greenhouse gas
emissions scorecards allow an investor to identify which corporations or sectors might be
exposed if CO2 emissions were priced or faced more severe regulation. But there is little
information available on “upside” climate change exposure that might allow an investor to go
long on companies or sectors that will thrive as carbon pricing becomes more widespread. So an
investor can get visibility on the risk in ExxonMobil but not the opportunity in Honeywell.
At least some sustainability-minded investors thus need data that paints a broader picture
of corporate energy and environmental activities and strategies. While some ESG analytics firms
are moving in this direction, metrics are particularly needed on sustainability-related growth
including both top-line expansion of sales (from goods or services that provide sustainability
solutions) and bottom-line profitability (combining both growth and improved eco-efficiency and
resource productivity).
Materiality
Fundamentally, the structure of ESG reporting and data comparison needs to be recast to
capture what is important or material to each company and its industry. Not only is data needed
on growth and productivity variables and not just risk factors, the data needs to be tailored to
industry-specific analysis of what matters with regard to an individual company’s sustainability
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posture.45 The value of a material-issue focused approach was recently highlighted by Kahn et
al., who analyzed firms with good performance on material sustainability issues and concluded
that investments in material sustainability are shareholder-value enhancing.46
While materiality is a well-established concept and is present in every major
sustainability management system standard, disclosure guideline and risk management
framework, it has yet to effectively drive strategic decision making and data disclosure on ESG
issues by companies. Work is being done to bring a materiality lens to sustainability reporting.
Organizations such as the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) and AccountAbility have long
recommended that companies undertaking sustainability reporting and management should
reflect on those issues that are most material to the company and its stakeholders.47 More
recently, the Global Environmental Management Initiative (GEMI) released its “Quick Guide:
Materiality” in an effort to give corporations a simple tool to identify and prioritize sustainability
issues.48 The Sustainable Accounting Standards Board (SASB) has linked materiality to
reporting specifically through the eyes of the investor by referencing the US Supreme Court’s
definition of materiality that is based on the perspective of a “reasonable investor.”49 SASB is
parlaying this materiality-centered approach into a set of industry-specific, comparable
sustainability metrics that investors can more easily access and analyze.
Broad-Scale Frameworks versus Narrow-Focus
The increasing interest in materiality highlights another tradeoff in corporate
sustainability data: whether the reporting framework should be extensive, covering many factors,
or more targeted on a core set of metrics. Some of the most widely recognized reporting
structures, notably the GRI, expanded their reporting frameworks over the past two decades to
the point where companies are now being asked to assess up to 58 “General Standard
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Disclosures” and 82 “Specific Standard Disclosures” as well as additional disclosures described
in one of the 10 Sector Supplements.50 Even though GRI has emphasized the need for materiality
assessments to narrow this list, the practice has been largely meant to “cover as many bases as
possible” to achieve stakeholder recognition and thresholds of performance defined by the GRI
Guideline itself. The result has been that the guideline has frequently been counter-productive to
its stated goal of materiality. Moreover, the sheer workload of producing a sustainability report
has become an issue.51

Additional Methodological Issues
Concerns about the existing ESG data arise not simply from what is being collected but
also from how the metrics are constructed. As the Big Data Revolution has swept across the
world in recent years, statistical techniques have been dramatically improved and methodological
rigor has improved in many contexts. But the ESG marketplace has consolidated rather than
expanded – and little progress has been made on a series of basic methodological challenges in
the sustainability domain.
Measurement
With no established corporate sustainability reporting structure and no governmentmandated accounting rules, a series of measurement issues remain unresolved. While SASB
hopes to play a role in this regard similar to the Federal Accounting Standards Board (FASB),
the lack of clear and consistent guidance on what should be reported and how it should be done
(with legal requirements for accuracy)52 means that almost all of the existing ESG data has
deeply embedded credibility and legitimacy issues.
Required versus Self-Reported Data
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In the United States, the EPA requires a certain degree of environmental performance
reporting. These are primarily driven by regulations under the Clean Water Act and Clean Air
Act, and include a wide range of industrial environmental impacts from release of toxic
compounds into the air to stormwater and surface run-off into water. The Energy Information
Agency (EIA) collects some additional mandatory energy data including domestic and imported
fuel inputs (coal, gas, oil, nuclear, etc.) as well as energy consumption data from a wide variety
of industries. To the extent that these data are publicly available, the ESG analytic companies
take advantage of them. Thus, the metrics on chemical spills, discharges of toxic chemicals to
air and water, while still prone to error and suffering from severe constraints on boundary which
impedes comparability, are nevertheless reasonably accurate when compared to other ESG data
because they are built on government mandated datasets.
But beyond these narrow categories, companies report when and how and to whom they
deem it to be convenient. In addition, because much of the data in the ESG arena comes from
voluntary company responses to surveys, additional inconsistencies and gaps plague the data
sets.53 Moreover, none of the data providers interviewed by the authors reported undertaking any
systematic cross-checking or validation of the data companies report.
Conflicts of Interest
Survey data can be further distorted if those collecting the information offer consulting
services to help companies “understand” how to respond to the questions being asked. Several
data providers have historically had related consulting companies offer such coaching. Zurichbased Sustainable Asset Management, one of the earliest entrants into the corporate
sustainability metrics world, saw its credibility suffer as a result of the perceived conflict of
interest between its consulting business and its data collection efforts. Most of today’s firms
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collecting, analyzing, and rating ESG data also provide paid benchmarks and consulting services
around that data, making the line between “objective data collection” and “data consultation”
very blurry.
Monitored versus Estimated Data
Perhaps the most fundamental issue – often hidden from those using the data – is whether
ESG metrics come from measured results (e.g., actual levels of air pollution analyzed using
monitoring equipment) or from estimations, which range from reasonably accurate to wild
speculation depending on who is doing the estimating, what incentives for accuracy exist, and
whether the tools even exist to measure errors associated with the estimations. For the sake of
comparison and analysis, metrics work best when the underlying data is drawn from consistently
done actual measurement, not estimations. Unfortunately, measurement-based data on critical
environmental factors is surprisingly scarce.
There are a few environmental datasets that are nominally measurement-based. For
instance, air emissions data from large smokestacks in the United States must follow strict
measurement requirements using “in-line” monitors that record the presence of chemicals such
as sulfur dioxide, nitrous oxides and volatile organic compounds. The Quality Assurance/Quality
Control (QA/QC) controls are highly regulated down to acceptable error rates in the 10’s of parts
per million range. These situations represent the high point for environmental data. However,
even these data sets quickly run into serious methodological issues. For example, smaller stacks
and combustion sources are allowed to estimate emissions based on fuel type and volume
burned, or provide no data whatsoever. Even for highly regulated sources such as large
smokestacks, a single company might be reporting emissions from operations in multiple
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countries where the sampling protocols, error rates and boundaries of reporting vary
significantly.
Accurate estimation of other sustainability data is even harder to do – and more open to
data manipulation and reporting abuse. An improved corporate sustainability metrics framework
thus needs to prioritize more measured data that can be collected on a methodologically
consistent basis.
Verification
Another point of divergence across companies is whether they provide any verification of
their self-reported sustainability data and metrics. Some corporations pay for third-party
(external) entities to audit their numbers. Large enterprises like ESG/CVS, KPMG, PwC, EY,
DNV GL, ERM, Deloitte and many others have made a business of such verification. Like
financial auditors, their reputations depend on calling out inaccuracies to their client (the
reporting company), but not necessarily to the public that is reading these reports. A little over
half of the largest companies in the world that produce sustainability reports are pursuing some
form of third party audit.54 Of these audited reports, however, most verification only covers a
small portion of the information in the reports.55 When this data is collected by data analysts, it is
not very transparent which metrics and which data points have been verified, if any at all.
Coverage
Currently, there are somewhere between 80,000 and 100,000 publicly listed companies in
the world. As of 2015, just over 5000 corporations (predominantly public) around the world
report their emissions to CDP, representing less than 5% of companies.56 Even fewer offer
metrics on other critical issues. GRI, the largest voluntary reporting guideline, provides a
database listing the number of companies that have reported against each of its disclosure
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recommendations (based on companies that submit their report to GRI). As of late 2015, the
database included 1395 companies (less than 2% of publicly traded companies). Of these, 19%
did not report water consumption, 58% did not report on water bodies impacted by the company
withdrawals and 72% did not report on the impacts of water discharge.57 This spotty coverage
limits the accuracy and usefulness of the existing ESG datasets, particularly for intra-industry
comparative analysis.
Gap filling
In the absence of good data on actual environmental outcomes, ESG data companies
provide the “best available” data. But these attempts to get around data limitations can lead to
further distortions and biases. For example, rather than providing a real gauge of a company’s
environmental performance, data on the size of the company’s environmental budget or staffing
sometimes gets relied upon. While in some instances such “proxy” indicators are better than
nothing, data users should insist, over time, that the framework of corporate sustainability
metrics evolve away from inputs such as money spent or projects undertaken - toward outcomes
such as emission levels or ambient quality measures.
Moreover, how gaps get filled is frequently done with little transparency on what sort of
imputation or extrapolation is being done. Some data providers report where particular numbers
have come from (i.e., who has provided data), and what data is missing. Others simply fill in the
blanks. ESG data companies use a variety of gap-filling strategies – and sometimes, but not
always, provide a methodological appendix that details how the gaps in their data matrix were
filled. Some fill gaps based on imputation from other data that is available and careful analysis
of what other indicators best predict the missing data points. Many others “average around”
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gaps, giving non-reporters an average score -- or sometimes the average score of similarly
situated companies.
Normalization
Even if everyone were equally committed to accuracy, the lack of common reporting
standards would be a problem. For instance, with regard to greenhouse gas emissions, some
companies report just Scope 1 (emissions resulting from direct burning of fuels), others report
Scopes 1 and 2 (adding emissions resulting from imported energy such as electricity or steam)
and a small number report Scopes 1, 2, and 3 (including all other indirect emissions, other than
Scope 2, that occur in the value chain of the company). The lack of consistency
makesbenchmarking difficult as those who report just Scope 1 may appear to be better
performers than those reporting Scopes 1 and 2.
Company structure can also affect results and affect the accuracy of comparisons. For
example, unless everyone in an industry reports on Scopes 1, 2, and 3 greenhouse gas emissions,
a vertically integrated company will likely have much higher reported emissions than one that
has been structured to focus on “downstream” (marketing) activities. Indeed, those who have
hived off their “dirty” manufacturing operations may be particularly problematic. Thus, while
the integrated company continues to manage the carbon footprint of its full value-chain, the
company with out-sourced manufacturing may pay little attention to the impacts of its suppliers
upstream. In this case, a normalized comparison would reveal the integrated company to be the
better performer despite their nominally higher GHG emissions. Similarly, the company that
leases assets or office spaces may have a much lower carbon footprint than the similar sized
company with owned assets.
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Normalization is required – and often not done – in the construction of many other
datasets. For instance, MSCI, one of the most respected ESG data companies, reports on
“controversies cases” as part of its Intangible Value Assessment Methodology for the companies
in its data matrix.58 Other companies such as RepRisk look exclusively at negative media
mentions. But there is no indication that the count or severity of the controversies or negative
media mention is normalized against company characteristics or the source of data (media, social
media, regulatory response, etc.). So that Coca-Cola with global sales of $45.91 billion with 5
controversies mentioned in the press scores worse than a $1 billion company with 2
controversies of similar impact even though its normalized negative media score per dollar of
sales is almost 20 times better.59
Benchmarking and Comparisons
Critical to systematic sustainability analysis is the ability to make comparisons that are
meaningful. It turns out that in many circumstances the most useful benchmarking is across
companies in the same industry. With “peer to peer” comparisons, many of the potentially
confounding factors (or what a statistician would call “missing variables”) are, in effect,
controlled for. As a result, sustainability analysis on an industry-sector basis is increasingly
being recognized as a best practice, particular for any degree of granular comparison. Of course,
confounding factors exist even within peer comparisons. For example, is Alcoa a mining
company or a consumer products company? Is Tesla a car company or a battery manufacturer?
Determining the appropriate peer set is a difficult endeavor contingent on the environmental
aspects in which you are most interested.
Timeframes and Updating
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One of the most important questions that data providers often gloss over is the
consistency of the timeframes of the data being put forward. While it may not be possible in
every case for the data on each company to cover the exact same time period, this should be the
goal. ESG data companies should also be more transparent about the frequency with which their
data is updated. A team of graduate students at Columbia University recently published the
results of a series of interviews with 10 major data analytics firms.60 Most of the information on
frequency of data updating was obtained through interview rather than public information. The
reported frequency of data updating ranged from annual to “based on alerts from webcrawlers.”

III. A Path Forward for Corporate Sustainability Metrics
Developing appropriate corporate sustainability metrics, particularly ones that meet the
needs of mainstream investors has a clear logic -- and yet involves layers of complexity that need
to be thoughtfully addressed. Based on our research, we believe that the path forward requires:
(a) greater conceptual clarity about the multiple dimensions of sustainability and acceptance of
the diversity of investor interests and values that are in play – which means that the quest for a
single, accepted ESG framework be abandoned in favor a framework or “menu” of metrics from
which individual investors can choose what is relevant to them, (b) improvements – both in
methodological quality and theoretical logic -- in the structure and reporting of ESG metrics so
as to meet the expanded “use cases” to which investors want to put sustainability data, and (c)
new empirical analysis on a granular basis of the full range of ESG metrics so as to provide
clarity on which elements of sustainability show a relationship with business results and thus
stock market performance.
Conceptual Clarity
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The challenge of developing a sustainability metrics framework that meets investor needs
is complicated by the wide range of issues that come into play. No two investors care about the
exact same set of issues. In this regard, there are dozens of issues that must be tracked to meet
the needs of values investors who want data that will allow them to negatively screen companies
out of their portfolios.61 The good news is that most of these data sets exist. As we noted above
there remain a series of issues around data quality that should be taken up. But the existing ESG
framework works for those interested in simple categorical exclusions of certain industries and
companies.
But what mainstream investors want has not yet been developed. From our research, it
has become clear that what is needed is a framework of sustainability metrics that are relevant,
material, accurate, and comparable – covering the full spectrum of issues about which
“sustainability” investors care. More importantly, the mainstream investors – who are
distinguished from traditional values investors by their focus on having their portfolios earn
reasonable returns -- would like to know which ESG metrics correlate with financial
performance and how strongly. To meet these needs, we recommend that ESG data providers
(and investment advisors) sharpen their focus on the range and materiality of sustainability
metrics, recognizing that what a particular investor will want to consider will vary depending on
her interests, values, and priorities.
Rather than seeking to specify a precise set of sustainability metrics that will be
applicable broadly, data providers should produce an ESG metrics menu from which investors
(and their advisors) can pick items that are relevant to them. Churches may focus on concerns
about armaments. Union pension funds might center their portfolio screening on fair labor
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practices and wage levels. Green Alpha investors will seek ESG metrics that correlate with the
marketplace success of a company and thus out-performance of its stock price.
In developing a menu of sustainability metrics, particular attention needs to be given to
the materiality of ESG metrics. The US Supreme Court definition of material, adopted by SASB
and others, centers on the information needs of investors seeking to grow the value of their
investments. While ESG data providers offer hundreds of sustainability metrics, it is often
unclear how material much of the information offered really is. We are not suggesting that the
ESG indicators proposed by SASB, GRI, and others are not valuable. On the contrary, the
ongoing work of GRI, SASB,62 the IIRC63 and the World Federation of Stock Exchanges64 as
well as the conclusions of Kahn et al.65 are providing valuable contributions to the ESG metrics
menu that we suggest is needed to meet the diverse set of investor use cases.

Methodological Standards for Data Quality
Many mainstream investors do not fully trust the rigor of sustainability data. Without
confidence in the numbers reported, movement of capital based on sustainability performance
will continue to be slow. It is, therefore, time to move from a world of informally developed
“Data Quality Principles” such as those codified by the GRI (Balance, Comparability, Accuracy,
Timeliness, Clarity, Reliability)66 to more systematic ESG “Methodological Standards.” Our
research suggests such standards would need to address all of the methodological gaps
summarized in Table 4 – and discussed in detail in Part II above. We believe that the time has
come for standardization of ESG metrics and reporting through a framework prescribed by a
governmental body (such as the Federal Accounting Standards Board) and made part of a formal
annual reporting structure such as the SEC’s 10-K requirements.67
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The push for greater rigor in ESG metrics can be guided by the numerous data quality
and methodological standards present in the world of finance including guidelines from FASB,
the International Monetary Fund68 and the Bank of England.69 Indeed, these standards build off
of very similar sets of data quality principles (covering: Relevance, Accuracy, Timeliness,
Clarity, Comparability, and Coherence, among other things). These standards also provide
procedures for statistical analysis, processes for data management, strategies for avoiding data
collection problems, use of proxy metrics, data aggregation and weighting, normalization of
divergent metrics, and reporting.70
We see three main outside parties to a government-led Data Quality and Methodology
Standard development initiative: (1) investors, represented through existing bodies such as
SASB but also new entities that reflect the diversity of interests in ESG metrics; (2) ESG
analytics firms who aggregate and disseminate the data collected; and (3) academic Institutions,
which can continue to advance sustainability research including the empirical demonstration of
which metrics meet materiality tests. Based on the need for comparability and transparency, it is
important that the output of such an effort result in a publicly available standards that can be
easily accessed by companies collecting the metrics to be reported -- and assessed by data
analytics firms aggregating that data.

Further Research, Analysis, and Metrics Development
As our discussion in Part I revealed, the analytic foundations for bringing ESG metrics
into mainstream investor decision making are shaky. Sweeping statements about whether
sustainability leadership correlates with stock market performance are unhelpful. Given the
range of elements that might be embedded in any one definition of sustainable or socially
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responsible companies, it can be no surprise that empirical studies come to divergent
conclusions. What is needed is more granular focus and detailed empirical analysis of specific
elements of sustainability leadership that have a theoretical link to business success and therefore
to stock market valuations.
We think this analytic ground has just begun to be plowed. For example, companies with
concerted efforts to improve their energy efficiency should be able to reduce costs – and improve
their profitability. But do such initiatives systematically translate into improved financial
results? We have little evidence to answer this question. Likewise, recent business theory
suggests that having a more diverse workforce allows a company to connect better to diverse
customers. But does greater diversity produce better business outcomes in practice? More
robust analysis is needed. And does separation of the roles of CEO and Board Chair lead to
better decision making and greater profitability? Again, empirical work on this question is
starting to appear, but more careful statistical studies would help to sharpen the conclusion.
Some of the problem with demonstrating a correlation between sustainability leadership
and stock market results goes beyond a lack of careful and disaggregated empirical analysis. As
Lubin and Esty have argued, existing ESG frameworks provide little in the way of signals about
a company’s potential for sustainability-driven growth or productivity gains.71 Most ESG metrics
focus on risks and reputation rather than gauging the upside promise of sustainability leadership
to drive top-line or bottom-line growth. A small number of companies (including the soon-tobe-combined Dow and DuPont) have begun to report on how their sustainability initiatives are
delivering value. But there needs to be much more work done to develop widely-reported
metrics that cover sustainability-related value drivers.
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IV. CONCLUSION
Progress on the three fronts discussed in Part III above will provide the foundation for
solving the puzzle put forward at the outset of this paper. Specifically, clarity on investor goals
matched with a framework of ESG metrics that meet a high standard of methodological rigor
would enable systematic analysis of the relationship between various elements of sustainability
and marketplace results. Conceptual clarity, better metrics, and more analysis would make it
easier for investors to understand when to expect a return on sustainability leadership – and when
not to. Disaggregating the concept of sustainability and developing metric-by-metric (issue by
issue) analyses of the relationship between particular elements of ESG performance would also
facilitate development of “mass customization” portfolio construction tools that would allow
investment managers to provide individual investors (with their unique set of sustainability
interests and priorities) investment vehicles aligned with their own precise values and choices.
With a sharper picture of the elements of sustainability that translate into superior
financial performance, better data, and scorecards designed with specific investment purposes in
mind, more mainstream investors may find that some degree of sustainability assessment makes
sense as part of their market analysis. Further work to isolate the elements of sustainability
leadership that correlate with marketplace success also needs to be done – building on more
carefully structured metrics tied to measures of sustainability-related growth and productivity.
As the issues highlighted in this article get addressed, the available sustainability metrics should
evolve to the point where mainstream investors will have reliable indicators to guide their
portfolio construction, and the growing number of market participants interested in “smart beta”
investment strategies (that incorporate sustainability as one among several factors shaping
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portfolio choices) will have the information they need to build a sustainability tilt into their
analysis.72
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